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President’s Message

Dear Members,

We frequently forget that time is passing by until an important day or event comes up; like Christmas,
New Year's, Thanksgiving, 4th of July or an important birthday. “Has it already been a year? “ This is
a frequent question that we hear. Especially when the year was busy and full of events and challenges.
With the announcement of the President's Ball next month, I realized that my tenure as President of
the County Medical Society is coming to it’s end.
I will use this opportunity to say what I said in my first bulletin article. Reaffirming the importance of us
rallying around the County Medical Society and do everything possible to strengthen it! We owe it to
the upcoming generations of Physicians to hand over a strong medical society that will help them take
care of their patients and protects their interests in doing that. In Genesee County, we all know, it is
very difficult to recruit physicians . A large number of the new generation of Physicians that are coming
to Genesee County is made up of young Doctors who already have ties to Genesee County. This new
generation mainly consists of being children of Physicians and non Physicians who already live in the
area. They all deserve our help contributing to their success, and helping them stabilize themselves in
this community so that they can deliver the care the community deserves.
The healthcare field around us is changing very rapidly and we have to do everything possible to have a
society that is capable of changing with the changes in the healthcare field . A society that helps
physicians to adapt to these changes. We are grateful to the few colleagues who devote a great deal of
their time and effort to keep this body intact and doing their utmost best to make it stronger and more
relevant and effective. To the rest of us I ask all to be more engaged and supportive for the sake our
patients and medicine overall.

Farewell as President of GCMS, but do not hesitate to reach out, collaborate and get involved with
Genesee County Medical Society, as I will continue to do.

Be Well,
Khalid Ahmed, MD
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Board of Directors
October 25, 2022
6:00 p.m.
*via Zoom

Practice Managers
November 10, 2022
9:00 a.m.
*via Zoom

Medical Society Foundation
November 16, 2022
6:00 p.m.
*via Zoom
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE

Genesee County Medical Society is Robust in the Community
I have just completed my third year working with the Genesee County Medical Society. Year one I took
over the financial responsibilities, reorganizing and stabilizing the finances. Year two I was offered the
Executive Director position. It was an honor to be offered this position, I accepted the offer for the
challenge of a new position. I have been in medicine in Genesee County for almost 40 years, I thought
this would be a significant advantage to the position.
As I reflect over the past three years, I am very pleased with the growth and financial stability of the
organization. GCMS is well respected throughout Michigan, and is viewed as innovative within the
organization.
Genesee County Medical Society looks for new programs to add additional value for all GCMS members.
The Genesee County Medical Society hosting Implicit Bias Training was an innovative method to achieve
state mandated training. I was pleased to have offered this two-hour course at no charge for all
members. The average cost for this program is approximately $100 per hour. Genesee County Medical
Society is the only county medical society to offer this program in the state of Michigan. The attendance
and feedback were extremely positive for the webinar.
I am looking into another webinar on pain management/opioid addiction. This is another mandated
program for licensure. GCMS adds benefit and value to becoming a member of this robust medical
society.
The Society is currently in discussions with a virtual language interpretation service at a discount for
members. This may be a very cost-effective system for physician offices. Another potential added
benefit to a membership in GCMS.
Please Consider a membership into this robust county medical society. Now is a great time to become a
member! Join or renew your membership today and become a member of one of the leading county
medical societies in the state.

For help with your membership please contact:
executivedirector@gcms.org

DAVID HOFF, MA, CCP
October 2022
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26th Annual Conference on Bioethics

Supported by the Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Foundation
October 2022
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The practice of medicine entails many moral dilemmas. The intersection of personal and professional values raises
significant questions about the rights and obligations of physicians in both clinical encounters and society at
large. Many of these tensions have been brought into particularly sharp relief by the recent pandemic and social unrest. To address the changing landscape of medicine in these challenging times, the MSMS 26th Annual Conference
on Bioethics will focus on Contemporary Challenges in Clinical Bioethics. Conference sessions will focus on contemporary moral dilemmas facing physicians todays, such as ethical obligations related to pain management, pediatric
palliative and hospice care, marginalized patient and clinical communication, and the assessment of decisional capacity in non-verbal and non-communicative patients.
When registering be sure to select in-person or virtual attendance.
You can download our Keynote Speaker Dov Fox's article on Medical Disobedience here Medical Disobedience Abstract

Sheraton Ann Arbor

Location

Registration Fees:
Members - $50
Non-members - $100
Students and residents - Free
Statement of Accreditation
The Michigan State Medical Society (MSMS) is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME)
to provide continuing medical education for physicians.
AMA Credit Designation Statement
The MSMS designates this live activity for a maximum of 6 AMA PRA Category Credit (s)™. Physicians should claim only the credit
commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.
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9:00 A.M.
Via Zoom

ATTENTION: PRACTICE MANAGERS
AND OFFICE STAFF!
Genesee County Medical Society addresses issues of concern
for medical professionals!
Please join GCMS and SOVITA in monthly meetings for

practice managers and office staff of all member physicians.

Please email executivedirector@gcms.org to RSVP,
YOU WILL RECEIVE A ZOOM INVITE
NEXT MEETING DATE:
November 10, 2022 9:00 A.M.

You do not want your Practice Manager to miss out
on these valuable meetings!

October 2022
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Please consider partnering with GCMS Be a President’s Ball Sponsor!
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U.S. to see potential "tripledemic" of COVID-19, influenza, RSV this winter

The New York Times (10/23, Mandavilli) reports, “With few to no restrictions in place and travel and
socializing back in full swing, an expected winter rise in COVID cases appears poised to collide with a
resurgent influenza season, causing a ‘twindemic’ – or even a ‘tripledemic,’ with a third pathogen,
respiratory syncytial virus...in the mix.” The article adds “cases of flu have begun to tick up earlier than
usual,” while children with RSV, “rhinoviruses and enteroviruses are already straining pediatric
hospitals in several states.” Most cases of the respiratory illnesses “are likely to be mild, but together
they may sicken millions of Americans and swamp hospitals, public health experts warned.”
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8 things doctors wish patients knew about flu shots
The flu season can be severe, but for the past couple of years it has been different. There
remains the looming threat of a combination of a severe flu season and the current
COVID-19 pandemic. This year, with the availability of a new bivalent COVID-19 vaccine
booster in
addition to the influenza vaccine, some medical experts are optimistic. Yet there
is still concern about hospital capacity related to the spread of these viruses which is why
doctors are urging people to get the influenza vaccine to reduce the risk of severe outcomes.
While 69% of adults in the U.S. agree that an annual influenza vaccination is the best
preventive measure against flu-related deaths and hospitalizations, only 49% of adults in the
U.S. plan to get an influenza vaccine during the 2022–2023 flu season, according to a survey
from the National
Foundation for Infectious Diseases.
Of those who said they will not be getting vaccinated, 41% noted that they didn’t think flu
vaccines work very well and 39% had concerns over the side effects. Meanwhile, 28% said
they never get the flu, 24% are concerned about getting the flu from the vaccine and 20% do
not think influenza is a series illness.
The AMA’s What Doctors Wish Patients Knew™ series provides physicians with a platform to
share what they want patients to understand about today’s health care headlines, especially
throughout the COVID-19 pandemic.
Kate Kirley, MD — a family physician and director of chronic disease prevention at the AMA —
took time to discuss what doctors wish patients knew about the influenza vaccine to help clear
up any misinformation.
•

The vaccine doesn’t give you the flu

•

OK for flu, COVID-19 shots at the same time

•

Can reduce flu risk by up to 60%

•

Get it as soon as possible

•

Everyone should get it, especially seniors

•

There are nasal sprays too

•

Do it for yourself, others

•

There are many ways to get it
To read the full article by the AMA, please click here.
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THE ALLIANCE FOCUS
International Luncheon
The 2022-2023 Alliance year began with the ever popular
International Luncheon. The potluck lunch was held in
Grand Blanc at the beautiful home of Vijayalakshmi and Dr.

Bhagwan Sayal. We had a good turnout of members who
brought a tastefully prepared dish to pass or paid for it.
There was plenty of food and camaraderie shared.
Thank you, Vijay, for your warm hospitality.

Seen in the picture are (L-R): Liesbeth Fernandez, Vibha Kaushal,, Vijayalakshmi Sayal, Tinsi Kline,
Elizabeth Jordan, Cheryl Thoms, Sabita Tummala, Kathy Cox & Jay Kommareddi.
Sitting (L-R): Rula Ali, Kee Ja Kang, Linda Lemieux, Beth Schumacher, Maria Fernandez & Kathy Felix
Bouvier.
October 2022
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Do you have an advertising NEED?
•

Are you a Physician and you are a member of
GCMS and you have a new practice in Michigan?

•

Do you have a medical practice and you are a
member of GCMS and your office has relocated?

•

Do you have a business that serves Michigan and
business slow?

Let Genesee County Medical Society help!

Genesee County Medical Society Bulletin
(ONLINE MAGAZINE)
Your ad will be featured in the Genesee County Medical Society monthly bulletin that is provided to
1,500+ viewers. The Bulletin can also be found on the GCMS website, and is also published
through Calameo virtual magazine. (HTTPS://En.Calameo.com/)

1/2-page ad $195/month
3/4-page ad $290/month
Full page ad $350/month
A link to the business website or email can be added for NO additional fee.

to connect with GCMS, we can provide your advertising needs!

**all ads placed by Physicians or Medical Practices must have a GCMS membership.
October 2022
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For Daily Genesee County Covid-19 Numbers

For Reporting

For State of Michigan Covid-19 Information
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Guest Article

The University of Michigan-Flint, College of Health Sciences is excited to be offering its new MS
in Physician Assistant Program. The first class of 40 students commenced study in January
2021, started clinical rotations in May , 2022 and will graduate in August, 2023. A new cohort
matriculates each January with the cohort size expanding to 50 students in January 2023.

The 28-month MSPA program aims to cultivate exemplary physician assistant
practitioners, leaders, and advocates for the profession and public health through best
practices in teaching, learning, and service to our diverse local community and beyond.
The 16-month didactic curriculum builds on a strong science foundation with a systems
based curriculum complemented by course material addressing professional
development and public health. In the final 12-months of the curriculum students
complete 11 4-week clinical rotations in internal medicine, surgery, geriatrics,
emergency medicine, women’s health, family medicine, pediatrics, and behavioral
medicine with additional elective rotations.
Department and program director, Stephanie Gilkey, MS, PA-C, DFAAPA, has
extensive experience in PA education and has recruited a highly skilled faculty to
support the program. The faculty are dedicated to educating students to practice
medicine in collaboration with physicians as outlined in practice agreements that meet
the needs of the setting.
We look forward to a collaborative relationship with area physicians. We continue to

need some specialized lectures to supplement our faculty instruction and continue to
seek clinical rotations. If you are potentially interested in lecturing in our program or
serving a central role in PA student clinical education through providing rotation
experiences for our students, please contact Stephanie Gilkey at sjgilkey@umich.edu.
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Other programs offered in the College of Health Sciences include:
● Doctor of Physical Therapy (DPT)
● Occupational Therapy Doctor (OTD)
● Doctor of Nurse Anesthesia Practice (CRNA)
● Master of Public Health (MPH)
● Master of Science in Healthcare Management
● Bachelor of Science in Radiation Therapy
● Bachelor of Science in Respiratory Therapy (completion program)
● Bachelor of Science in Health Care Administration
● Bachelor of Science in Public Health
● Bachelor of Science in Health Sciences (pre-professional health tracks)
New programs that will be offered in fall 2023 include:
● Bachelor of Science in Exercise Science
•

Bachelor of Science in Health Information Technology

Respectfully submitted by Donna Fry, PT, PhD, Dean of the College of Health Sciences.
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Your Membership at Work


GCMS staff helped Genesee County residents
with contacts, resources and explanations.



GCMS continues planning and obtaining grants
and sponsors for 2022 President’s Ball.
Get your tickets NOW! Date: November 19, 2022



GCMS Staff working on negotiations for Luna
Languages to give GCMS members a discount as
a benefit of membership (virtual interpreting
services for multiple languages).
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